The Value at Risk (VaR) is widely used to measure the risk of banks' trading books, but it also has been criticized in the previous academic literature due to some odd properties. Other risk measures have been suggested as potentially being superior from a theoretical perspective. This gives rise to the question whether or not it makes much difference in practical applications which index is being used. Certainly, the numbers indicating risk will be different. Whenever risk measures are ordinal, however, it only matters whether or not the ranking of risky alternatives (portfolios, say) coincides. Therefore, taking actual data from two trading books, we analyze the rank correlation of different measures. In most cases we observe high values of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient, indicating that the index choice might not be too important. But it also becomes apparent that the VaR could as well be replaced by indices with a more convincing theoretical basis which do not generate a very different ranking of risks and in fact seem to compromise better between competing risk judgements. On the basis of theoretical arguments, we modify the data in various ways and repeat the analysis. It turns out that the results do not vary much, i.e., they seem to be quite robust.
Introduction
One of the main problems in risk management is the correct quantification of risk. For this purpose several different risk measures have been developed. In financial analysis, for example the Value at Risk (VaR), which measures the loss that is only exceeded with a given probability (l %, say) over a certain time period (e.g., one day), plays a key role in practical applications (cf. Jorion (2001) ). Alas, the index did not find a likewise unanimous backing in academia. Artzner et al. (1997) , Artzner et al. (1999) , Guthoff et al. (1997a) and Johanning (1998) are among those who have contributed to a critical appraisal of VaR. These and other papers have also discussed alternative traditional risk measures which were thought to be superior for one reason or the other. Pfingsten et al. (2000) consider downside-risk measures derived from poverty measures as further candidates for a "good" risk measure.
It certainly is an intellectually demanding and important issue to narrow down the set of reasonable risk measures by convincing theoretical arguments. But this is not what we have in mind here. We are basically starting from the practitioner's question, although not leaving theory behind: Does it really matter which index I choose? Different measures produce different numbers. For ordinal indices, however, it only matters whether risky alternatives are ordered in the same or in different ways by various indices. For cardinal indices identical rankings do not necessarily limit the importance of the choice of a particular index.
Apart from theoretical arguments, this calls for an empirical analysis, and that is exactly what this paper is all about. The key idea, see a more detailed exposition in subsection 3.3, is to compare the risk ranking different measures generate for a sample of profit and loss distributions by Spearman's rank correlation coefficient. If all measures are highly correlated then the choice of a particular one seems not to be very important (for qualifications see below), whereas low values of the coefficient indicate that the index choice should not be taken lightly.
We examine different groups of measures, namely traditional measures (Standard Deviation, Lower Partial Moments, and Value at Risk) and poverty-based downside risk measures (including the Sen-index). The risk rankings generated by these measures are compared within each of the two groups and between the groups.
The analysis rests on the complete 1999 data for two proprietary trading books. Therefore we are justified to claim that we are not performing an artificial analysis with self-generated data, but obviously have to admit the limited generality of our findings to-date, since we are only covering one year and the books contain only interest rate related instruments.
Apart from this introduction, the paper is divided into three sections. In section 2 traditional risk measures and downside-risk measures based on poverty measures are presented. In section 3 we describe the data, present two normality tests and a rank correlation analysis and investigate the robustness of our key findings. Section 4 summarizes the main results of the paper and concludes.
In the following subsections we present different types of risk-measures. In subsection 2.1 we describe what we call traditional risk measures. In subsection 2.2 we consider measures originally used for poverty measurement, but which are currently discussed in the economics literature as being applicable in downside-risk management.
Throughout the paper we will examine situations of the following type: An actual trading book will usually change its value from one day to the other. There are n possible future states of nature, each of them yielding a change in value x i (i = 1, ..., n). For simplicity, we assume that these changes are increasingly ordered x 1 ≤ x 2 ≤ ... ≤ x n . All states of nature have the same probability 1/n, but the same value change may occur in more than one state. The mean change of value is defined as
We will analyze the data of one year, but will not distinguish the days by superscripts in order to keep the notation as simple as possible. Whenever necessary we will denote the absolute minimum by x a which is the biggest integer smaller than the minimum value reached during the year. Therefore, x a is just a little bit smaller than the smallest of the values x 1 of all days.
Traditional Risk Measures Measure 1 Standard Deviation
As known from the Portfolio Selection Theory of Markowitz (1952) the Standard Deviation can be used to measure the riskiness of assets. The Standard Deviation as a risk measure has been widely used, especially in modern capital market theory, e.g. the CAPM developed by Sharpe (1964) , Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1966) , and in the option pricing theory by Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1976) . Given our notation the Standard Deviation is defined as follows:
The measurement of the shortfall and excess returns by the Standard Deviation is very important in case of a probability distribution function which is normally distributed.
1 The careful reader will observe that we are treating the distributions as discrete distributions with n events. Using the formula for the unbiased estimator of the variance from a sample, we would have to replace n by (n − 1). Given that n ranges between 1, 000 and 2, 500, this would most likely make not much difference. Also, we are sticking to our interpretation of a discrete distribution throughout rather than deriving unbiased estimators for all other indices.
Then the distribution can be fully described by the mean and the Standard Deviation.
If the probability distribution function is not normal, also skewness and kurtosis are often needed in order to describe the distribution. In the economics literature it is criticized that the Standard Deviation evaluates the shortfalls (often characterized as risk in a narrow sense) as well as the excess returns (normally interpreted as chance) in the same way, i.e. the Standard Deviation evaluates deviations from the mean symmetrically. Decision makers in the investment context, however, often associate risk with the failure to reach a target return. From this point of view the use of the Standard Deviation as a risk measure must be questioned.
Measure 2 Value at Risk
To a large extent driven by banking regulation, the Value at Risk (VaR) is becoming more and more important. The VaR is the concept suggested by the Basle Accord for banks' internal market risk models (Basle Committee on Banking Supervision (1996)). These internal models are often used instead of standard methods to calculate the amount of capital that a bank is required to hold as a cushion against the risk contained in its trading book. It measures that shortfall from the target z that is not exceeded with a given probability over a certain time period.
2 To define it formally, let α be a fixed number called confidence level with 0 < α < 1 and z a real number (e.g., zero) as a reference point for measuring losses. The Value at Risk relating to α is then defined for our purposes as
where j is the smallest integer greater than (1 − α) · n. As it is expressed in money units, the VaR is easy to interpret and to communicate, in particular to the senior management level, and it can be added across business units. From this point of view it should not be surprising, how popular this measure is in practice. Simple summation, of course, ignores any correlation. From the theoretical point of view one should also note that the VaR only takes one single point of the distribution function into account. This feature is very unsatisfactory and has been criticized in previous papers.
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Measure 3 Lower Partial Moments
Lower Partial Moments by contrast are risk measures that only take the lower part of a probability distribution into account. 5 For this reason Lower Partial Moments belong to the class of downside-risk measures. The downside part of a distribution does not have to be identical to all outcomes below the mean. Instead, some target z has to be defined which separates shortfalls from the rest. To simplify notation we introduce q for the number of shortfall events, i.e. q = max{i | x i < z}. We will always assume x 1 < z. When analyzing a distribution of value changes, z need not be zero (although this seems to be a rather natural choice). Alternatively, some z > 0 representing a required minimal return or some z < 0 indicating losses that cause considerable financial distress could be used as well. In our investigation we always assume z = 0. Given our notation and assumptions, the Lower Partial Moment Zero (LPM 0 ) is defined as follows:
As is apparent from the second equality, LPM 0 measures the percentage of events in which a shortfall with respect to the target occurs. But LPM 0 does not measure the amount of the shortfall from the target. In contrast to LPM 0 higher Lower Partial Moments consider the amount of the shortfall from the given target. For all payments above the target, the target is reached and therefore the shortfall is zero: payoffs that are higher than the target cannot compensate payoffs below the target. LPM 1 gives the expected amount by which the target is missed and is defined as follows:
LPM 1 is also the average shortfall, where outcomes above the target are assigned a shortfall of zero.
by squaring the shortfalls from the target, high shortfalls are weighted higher than shortfalls scarcely below the target. Given the same normalization as above, LPM 2 is the mean squared shortfall. For z =x, it is equal to the semi-variance.
Poverty-Based Downside-Risk Measures
The application of poverty measures to quantify downside-risk is not a trivial issue (cf. Pfingsten et al. (2000) ). People are usually assumed to have non-negative incomes and hence poverty measures are usually defined on the basis of this assumption. Since in risk management negative changes in values of trading books are relevant, the measures have to be adapted.
Without deeply examining the axiomatic implications, we perform a transformation, wherever possible, in our present study for each of the poverty measures analyzed: We shift all distributions by −x a , i.e. by the worst possible outcome of the whole year. This modification is somewhat ad-hoc and not innocuous.
The shift by −x a will by definition change the risk values for all measures that are not translation-invariant. 6 Our shift therefore may cause a re-ranking of the riskiness of different distributions. Notice that measures which are not translation invariant will in general assign different values to the wealth distribution and the profit and loss distribution. Zheng (1997) investigates poverty measures and their characteristics. In his article he analyzes axioms which a poverty measure should fulfill and classifies the measures in accordance with these axioms in four different categories. 7 We have chosen at least one measure from every class Zheng (1997) develops.
Measure 4 Watts measure
A poverty measure which has often been neglected in the literature is the Watts measure. Harold Watts introduced this first distribution-sensitive poverty measure in Watts (1968) . As defined in Zheng (1997) , p. 151, the Watts measure can be written as
As every poverty measure the Watts measure is defined for non-negative incomes x i and a given poverty line z, which separates the population into the poor and the non-poor.
Because of the negative changes of the values of a trading book we shift the distribution by −x a . According to our notation the modified Watts measure is defined as
Measure 5 Sen-index and modifications A poverty index based on a suggestion by Sen, comprises three measures which describe distinct characteristics of poverty that can be transformed into characteristics of a downside-risk measure (cf. Eggers et al. (1999) ). The incidence is defined as the ratio between the number of the poor and the population (Headcount-Ratio):
The intensity is measured by the Income Gap Ratio, which can be defined as the percentage of the average income shortfall of the poor to the poverty line and is denoted in Zheng (1997) , p. 142, as
where µ p is the mean income of the poor:
Rearranging terms yields the following expression for the Income Gap Ratio:
The reader may notice that
The Gini-index can be used as a measure of the inequality of the income distribution among the poor, the third characteristic of poverty. The Gini-index in this case is defined as follows:
Given the indices H, I, and G, the original Sen-index can be closely approximated (Zheng (1997) , p. 145) by
H is well defined for negative or zero values z or x i , and it is also invariant with respect to shifts. I requires some transformation to become meaningful for z ≤ 0; it is scaleinvariant, but not translation-invariant. The same basically holds for G with µ p ≤ 0 being the critical case. In light of these observations, we simply use the shift by −x a and thus the Sen-index is defined as follows:
This formula can be approximated by
Measure 6 Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure Clark et al. (1981) also noticed the close relationship between the Sen-index and Headcount-Ratio, Income-Gap-Ratio and Gini-index and proposed another poverty measure. They replaced the Gini-index with an alternative inequality measure, the Atkinson measure.
9 Again according to Zheng (1997) , p. 148, the original Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure can be written as
Modified by a shift in the distribution of −x a , we denote the modified Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure as
The parameter determines how large (absolute) deviations are weighted in comparison to small (absolute) deviations. The careful reader may notice a resemblance between the Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure with = 2 and the LPM 2 introduced in section 2.1. Therefore we calculate the modified Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure with = 4 "punishing" more heavily larger shortfalls.
Measure 7 Chakravarty measure
To complete the list of downside-risk measures based on poverty measures we have chosen the Chakravarty measure. Although it belongs to the same class of poverty measures as the Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure, the Chakravarty measure fulfills nearly all axioms Zheng (1997) investigates whereas the Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure does not. According to Zheng (1997) , p. 150, the original Chakravarty measure is denoted as
Here, e is weight for relative deviations. We shift the distribution by −x a and denote this modified Chakravarty measure as
For expository purposes, we calculate the modified Chakravarty measure with e = 0.5 to represent some sort of an intermediate weight.
3 Empirical Analysis
Data Set
Our data comes from a bank which is an active participant in international investment banking. It covers for two different trading books, the so-called "government bond options book" and the so-called "interest rate derivatives book", every business day of the year 1999. The data we analyze are profit and loss distributions for both trading books on a daily basis, generated by an internal model of the bank which is used in risk management as well as for regulatory purposes. 10 The basis for this model is a Monte Carlo simulation.
11 The internal model starts with 1000 possible changes of the trading book from one business day to the next one. The number of simulations was extended during the year via 1250, 1500, and 2000 up to 2500 (cf. 10 Our objective is to compare the risk measures for the distributions which we assume as given. We are not concerned with the performance of the profit and loss distribution forecasts of the banks internal model. Cf. Diebold and Lopez (1996) and Diebold et al. (1997) for details on this topic. 11 It is not really a random experiment, because the scenarios on which the simulations are based do not change (except for actual parameter realizations) as long as the number of draws does not change. The reason for this approach is that changes in risk figures then cannot be the result of an "extraordinary" draw.
To explain the difference between the number of business days and the number actually included for each trading book (cf. Table 2 gives an idea of the (non-ordered) profit and loss distributions on which our analysis is based.
It is necessary to identify the minima of both trading books to shift the distributions and to use the poverty measures as downside-risk measures (cf. subsection 2.2). Rounded to the next lowest integer the minimum of the interest rate derivatives book (government bond options book) is x i a = −1, 855, 364 Euro (x g a = −415, 231 Euro). A few statistical characteristics are provided to gain a better understanding of our data. We reckon mean (cf. section 2 equation (1)), median, skewness and kurtosis (cf. Table 3 ). The median can be regarded as the center of a distribution. This is the point which divides the probability distribution into two equal parts and can be written as
if the values of a distribution x i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) are increasingly ordered. Skewness and kurtosis are often used when studying the shape of a probability distribution. Skewness (Sk) describes the lack of symmetry of a distribution and the kurtosis (K) gives information about its tallness or flatness. 12 The skewness can be measured as:
and the kurtosis is defined as:
12 Cf., e.g., Hartung (1998) for further information about these statistical parameters. We are not aiming at a complete discussion of these figures, but a few remarks seem appropriate. It is an interesting feature that the mean was positive for the government bond options book for every business day, whereas this was not true for the interest rate derivatives book. There are certainly a number of possible explanations, e.g. that traders (but why only those responsible for the interest rate derivatives book?) do not care for the average outcome of the Monte Carlo simulations. A more interesting, if true, economic reason might be that the set of instruments available for the management of the interest rate derivatives book prevented traders once in a while to obtain a positive expected value.
The values for Sk and the ranges for K give a first vague indication that the daily distributions are not normal, because this would require Sk = 0 and K = 3 (cf. Hartung (1998 ), pp. 49, or Spremann (2000 , pp. 93). In particular the values for K hint on the commonly claimed fat tails of these distributions.
Testing for Normality
An important question concerning the profit and loss distributions is whether they are normally distributed or not. If in particular the data follows a standard normal distribution then the traditional risk measures especially the VaR 1% and VaR 5% order the days according to their risk in the same way and also in the same way as the Standard Deviation. 13 We apply two statistical tests for normality: the KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) test and the Jarque-Bera (JB) test.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to decide whether a sample comes from a specific distribution.
14 It is based on the empirical distribution function. An attractive feature of this test is that the distribution of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic itself does not depend on the underlying cumulative distribution function being tested. Another advantage is that it is an exact test, while the common Chi-square goodness of fit test depends on an adequate sample size for the approximations to be valid (which, however, would not cause problems here). Despite these advantages the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has several important limitations. It only applies to continuous distributions and tends to be more sensitive near the center of the distribution than it is at the tails. The most serious limitation is that the distribution must be fully specified. That is, if location, scale, and shape parameters are estimated from the data, the critical region of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is no longer valid. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality is defined by: H 0 = The data follows a normal distribution, H a = The data does not follow a normal distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic is defined as
with
and
where
) is the theoretical cumulative normal distribution with the observed Mean and Standard Deviation and F n (x * i ) is the true cumulative distribution of the daily value changes of the trading books. Given a confidence level (α) we approximate
If the calculated d n > d n;1−α the null hypothesis (H 0 ) has to be rejected.
To verify the results from of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we choose the Jarque-Bera (JB) test for normality. This is a large sample, or asymptotic, test and the following test statistic is used:
Under the null hypothesis that the residuals are normally distributed, Jarque and Bera (1987) show that in large samples the statistic presented in equation (29) follows the Chi-square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom (df ). Gujarati (1995) describes this test detailed on pp. 141. For both tests we use a confidence level of α = 0.01. Cf. Table 4 for the results of both tests.
Since the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is often characterized as a conservative test, it is not surprising that it recognizes less days where the null hypothesis has to be rejected than the Jarque-Bera test. It is obvious from Table 4 that in both tests more days of the interest rate derivatives book seem to have normally distributed profits and losses than of the government bond options book. A tentative explanation is that the government bond options book indeed contains more options. These have values that are nonlinear in the value of the underlying and therefore, provided they do not compensate each other, tend to yield asymmetric profit and loss distributions (cf. Table 3 ). We will now check whether this result has an impact on the rankings of days generated by different risk measures.
Rank Correlation Analysis 3.3.1 Results
We calculate the values of each of six traditional risk measures (Standard Deviation, LPM 0 , LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, and VaR 5%) and four poverty measures (C a , W a , CHU a , and S a ) for both trading books on a day by day basis. Tables 5 and 6 show an extract from our calculations for the time period September 28 th to October 6 th , both for the interest rate derivatives book. See the appendix for the corresponding Tables  11 and 12 for the government bond options book. On account of this interesting feature we investigate and compare the intensity of the differences in the rankings generated by different risk measures in the next step. We therefore sort, for each trading book, the days of the year 1999 according to their risk corresponding to each risk measure. As an outcome we receive, for each trading book, a ranking of days for every risk measure, i.e. the business days of 1999 are sorted according to their risk by every risk measure. We observe that every risk measure delivers a different ranking of the days according to their riskiness. Table 7 shows an example for the different rankings of three risk measures for the interest rate derivatives book. The most risky day is assigned rank 1 and the day with the least risk rank 249.
Apparently the three risk measures deliver different rankings of the days and assess the risk of a trading book on a single day in a different way although exhibiting some similarity with respect to bad (Jul 20 th and May 25 th ) and good (Jun 15 th and Jun 16 th ) days.
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The same period of days shows a reranking of days (September 29 th and 30 th ) by VaR 1% and VaR 5% also for the government bond options book. Cf. Table 11 in the appendix. 16 A more detailed overview is given in Table 13 for the interest rate derivatives book and in Table 14 for the government bond options book in the appendix. To evaluate the similarity in the risk rankings generated by the indices, we apply Spearman's rank correlation coefficient 17 . Unlike the traditional correlation, it is invariant with respect to all strictly increasing transformations of the measures. The coefficient of rank correlation is a statistic that describes the correlation between the ranks of two distributions. As long as our m daily values of one index V , named v 1 , ..., v m , and the values u 1 , ..., u m of another index U for the same trading book are at least ordinally scaled, we can form ranks for one index (r 1 , ....r m for V, say) and for the other index (s 1 , ....s m for U, say), and use the rank correlation coefficient R s as a measure for the correlation of the ranks of the two indices. In order to determine the similarity of the information by different risk measures, it might seem natural to calculate their correlation, in particular since the index values are all real numbers. The poverty-based measures, however, are only ordinal indices. This seems to us to exclude the use of traditional correlation measures. Spearmans's rank correlation coefficient can be written as:
where r and s represent the means of the ranks. Spearman's coefficient of rank correlation is bounded between −1 and +1 and can be interpreted as follows: If R s is close to +1 this represents a strong positive rank correlation between the variables V and U . If v i has a high (a low) rank r i then u i has a high (a low) rank s i and vice versa. If R s is close to −1 this reveals a strong negative rank correlation between the indices V and U . If v i has a high (a low) rank r i then u i has a low (a high) rank s i and vice versa. If R s is approximately zero then there is no rank correlation between the indices V and U , i.e. r i does not convey any information about s i . Table 8 presents the rank correlation coefficients of the risk measures for the interest rate derivatives book (above the diagonal) and for the government bond options book (below the diagonal). Since all rank correlation coefficients in Table 8 are positive, we use a one-sided test to test the significance of the relationship between two indices. We state the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis as follows: H 0 : R s ≤ 0, there is no positive relationship between two indices, H a : R s > 0, there is a significant positive rank correlation between two indices. The significance of the rank correlation coefficient can be tested by calculating
and then referring to a Student's t distribution with n − 2 degrees of freedom (df ).
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We use a significance level of 0.01. In this case and with 247 degrees of freedom for the interest rate derivatives book (244 for the government bond options book) the critical value of t is 2.326. Any value of t higher than this will fall within the critical region and permit us to reject the null hypothesis.
As a short cut we can also calculate the critical rank correlation coefficient R s for each trading book as follows
18 Cf. Toutenburg (2000) , pp. 184.
At the 1 per cent level, i.e. for t = 2.326, the critical rank correlation coefficient is 0.1464 for the interest rate derivatives book and 0.1482 for the government bond options book.
Using the above mentioned test statistic we can reject the null hypothesis of no positive rank correlation for the interest rate derivatives book completely. There is a significant positive rank correlation between all indices for this trading book, because every rank correlation coefficient exceeds the critical value. For the government bond options book, the same is true with the exception of the rank correlation between the Standard Deviation and the LPM 0 . The high values of basically all pairwise rank correlation coefficients suggest to test for perfect positive rank correlation. Such a test, unfortunately, would be degenerate because R s < 1 implies that rank correlation cannot be perfect.
Interpretation
The results above and below the diagonal in Table 8 seem to be fairly similar. Obviously the difference between the distributions for the two trading books pointed out in section 3.2 seems to have only a little impact on the rank correlation coefficients. For some qualifications to this statement and a more detailed interpretation of our results see the following remarks.
To start with, we have to underline that the Standard Deviation and the LPM 0 take a special position in our analysis. The rank correlation coefficients between the Standard Deviation and all remaining risk measures are relatively small for both trading books (but with a clear difference; see next paragraph). This is probably due to the conceptual difference between the Standard Deviation and the remaining risk measures. As pointed out in subsection 2.1, the Standard Deviation evaluates the shortfalls as well as the excess returns symmetrically, while the remaining risk measures evaluate only a special (lower) part of the distribution.
The rank correlation coefficients of the Standard Deviation with all other risk measures (except the LPM 0 ) are between 0.74888 and 0.81262 for the interest rate derivatives book and between 0.21485 and 0.29063 for the government bond options book. This difference may result from the different distributions observed in subsection 3.2. For normal distributions (which are less often rejected for the interest rate derivatives book), the VaR 1% and the Standard Deviation would rank identical.
19 This is in line with the rank correlation coefficient between the Standard Deviation and the VaR 1% which is only 0.28086 for the government bond options book and 0.77094 for the interest rate derivatives book. If distributions are symmetrical (and a fortiori if they are normal) then the Standard Deviation and Lower Partial Moment 2 should deliver similar results, too, at least if the latter uses a target level close to the mean.
As introduced in subsection 2.1, the LPM 0 measures the percentage of events in which a shortfall with respect to the target occurs. The LPM 0 is hence not distributionsensitive, i.e. it does not take the amount of the shortfall from the given target into account, unlike most of the remaining risk measures. It is therefore hardly surprising that it differs from all other risk measures when analyzing the rank correlation coefficients of both trading books. The rank correlation between the LPM 0 and the remaining risk measures is relatively small for both trading books, too. Other than for the Standard Deviation, however, the rank correlations of the LPM 0 (with all measures except the Standard Deviation) are higher for the government bond options book than for the interest rate derivatives book. This can be exemplified by the rank correlation between the LPM 0 and the VaR 1%. The coefficient is 0.68040 for the government bond options book and only 0.55562 for the interest rate derivatives book. It also turns out that the rank correlation of the LPM 0 with any other measure is higher (lower) than the rank correlation of the Standard Deviation with this measure for the government bond options book (interest rate derivatives book).
Next, we examine whether the remaining traditional risk measures, LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, and VaR 5%, assess the risk in a different or in the same way. Guthoff et al. (1997b) suggested the LPM 1 as an alternative superior to the VaR. But the rank correlation coefficients between LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, and VaR 5% are all very high for both the interest rate derivatives book and the government bond options book, ranging from 0.93743 to 0.99758 (cf. Table 8 ). This is not an evidence of a superiority of either the Value at Risk or the Lower Partial Moments, but means that the choice of one of these traditional risk measures does not matter too much (rank-wise), when assessing the risk of both trading books. All of these four traditional measures rank the days of 1999 in nearly the same way, i.e., LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, and VaR 5% deliver nearly the same ranking of days according to their riskiness.
Another interesting feature is that for both trading books the VaR 5% has higher rank correlation coefficients with all other risk measures than the VaR 1% has.
20 This indicates a closer relationship between the other risk measures and VaR 5% than with VaR 1%. One could argue that this is a hint to greater reliability of the VaR 5% values. This is in line with anecdotal evidence provided by practitioners who state that their results at the 5% level are more robust against outliers than at the 1% level.
We cannot observe much difference between the rank correlation coefficients of the traditional risk measures between the interest rate derivatives book and the government bond options book. Although they are a little higher for the interest rate derivatives book, the differences of the distributions seem to have no or just a marginal effect on the coefficients. Breitmeyer et al. (1999) and Pfingsten et al. (2000) first transferred the ideas of poverty measurement systematically to downside-risk measurement. Eggers et al. (1999) explained particular problems of the transfer of poverty-based measures to downside-risk measurement, especially the treatment of negative changes in values of trading books. In our current study we evaluate the suitability of some poverty-based measures for downside-risk measurement for the first time on an empirical basis. A close look at the rank correlation coefficients between the four poverty-based measures shows that the rank correlation coefficients are very high, all being above 0.99. Maybe because of their conceptual similarities, the four poverty-based measures deliver similar rankings of days. This result, however, might alternatively be a consequence of the shifts in the distributions we performed in order to make the indices applicable for negative values. This issue deserves further attention (cf. subsection 3.3.3).
Furthermore, we cannot notice much difference between the poverty-based risk measures' rank correlation coefficients for the interest rate derivatives book and for the government bond options book. Therefore the differences of the distributions pointed out in subsection 3.2 seem to have no or just a marginal influence on the coefficients for these measures as well.
Finally, we examine the rankings of the days when using the traditional measures on the one hand and the poverty-based measures on the other hand. The rank correlation coefficients between these risk measures are very high for both trading books, ranging between 0.93914 and 0.99995 (cf. Table 8 ). For example the rank correlation coefficient between LPM 2 and CHU a is 0.99207 for the interest rate derivatives book and 0.99037 for the government bond options book. Obviously the traditional risk measures and the poverty-based measures assess the risk in nearly the same way and deliver nearly identical rankings. This means that both the poverty-based measures and the traditional measures evaluate the risk of the trading books similar. So it does not really matter which risk measure, traditional or from poverty measurement, a bank uses in risk measurement. Thus, the poverty-based measures are as well suited to evaluate the risk of a trading book as the traditional risk measures.
Once more we cannot discover a large difference between the rank correlation coefficients for the two trading books. In most cases the coefficients are slightly higher for the interest rate derivatives book. Consequently the difference of the distributions, once again, seems to have no or just a marginal influence on the rank correlation coefficients.
Robustness
Our results are derived, and hence valid, only for two specific trading books and a given time period. However, we will not extend the analysis in the direction of applying it to other real world data sets. Instead we check the robustness of our results with respect to three modifications of the data which are important also from a theoretical perspective:
• shifting the distributions,
• eliminating the riskiest days (with and without changes in the shifts),
• scaling the distributions.
These modifications are examined in turn.
Firstly, to make the poverty-based measures of downside risk applicable for our analysis, we had shifted all profits and losses by −x a (cf. subsection 2.2). This shift possibly distorted the ranking of days because the daily distributions may be affected in a different way and to a different extent. Therefore we want to know whether the high rank correlation coefficients observed are merely an artifact of an inappropriate change of data.
From the definitions in section 2 we can distinguish three cases:
• The traditional risk measures (Standard Deviation, LPM 0 , LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, and VaR 5%) do not depend on x a and therefore do not change along with it.
• The poverty-based measures S a and CHU a are such that a change in x a only affects the factor
. Hence the index values change when x a is varied, but the order of days does not change because all daily index values vary by the same factor.
• The poverty-based measures W a and C a are such that a change in x a affects each term, i.e. the contribution of each below target outcome to the index value, differently. Thus, not only the daily index values change, but their ranking may change as well.
The empirical examination confirms these theoretical observations. First of all we addressed this problem in shifting the profit and loss distributions of both portfolios by varying amounts: the government bond options book by x i a = −1, 855, 364 Euro, the absolute minimum of the interest rate derivatives book, and both trading books by 2, 000, 000, 3, 000, 000 and 10, 000, 000 Euro, keeping q fixed. The rank correlation coefficients between the traditional risk measures (Standard Deviation, LPM 0 , LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, and VaR 5%) did not change, because these measures were not affected by the shift. We also observed no changes of the rank correlation coefficients between the traditional risk measures and CHU a and S a , and between CHU a and S a themselves. This holds true for both trading books.
Also for both trading books, we noticed fairly small changes of the rank correlation coefficients between C a , W a and all remaining risk measures. For example the rank correlation coefficient between the modified Watts measure (W a ) and the VaR 1% decreased from 0.97612 to 0.97454 for the interest rate derivatives book when we shifted the profit and loss distribution by 10, 000, 000 Euro. The impact of our initial shift of the profit and loss distributions by the worst possible outcome of the year is still unknown, but our additional shifts of the distributions had either no or only a very moderate influence on our results.
The previous experiment enlightens the effect of an increase in the shift −x a . A decrease is not feasible because this renders the poverty-based measures ill-defined for some days. Therefore secondly, to obtain at least a little indication what might happen, we have decided to eliminate some "bad" days from the sample. Basically there are two ways to do that. Method a: eliminate the days which determine the absolute minimum across all outcomes for a trading book. Method b: eliminate days which are detected as very risky by most risk measures (cf. For the government bond options book the two methods yield eight different days to be eliminated (cf . Tables 15 and 16 in the appendix).
Eliminating the "most risky" days from the sample has two effects:
• On average, and in particular when method b is applied, days will be eliminated where the risk measures agree on the ranking (more or less). This should tend to decrease the rank correlation coefficients.
• The shift by the now smaller absolute minimum has an effect which seems to be unpredictable in general (cf. our earlier discussion for some qualifications).
In order to get a better understanding of both effects, we proceed in steps. The analysis is carried out for both elimination methods. 21 Recall in passing that for 10 risk measures there exist 45 different pairwise rank correlation coefficients.
Eliminating the days mentioned while keeping the shift parameter at its initial level reveals the first effect. Denoting the initial rank correlation coefficients by R old and the ones after elimination of days by R eli , we obtain the following results. For both methods, for all 5 days, and in all 45 cases the difference δ 1 = R eli − R old is negative. The reduction in the rank correlation increased with each day eliminated, ranging between −0.004180 and −0.000001 after eliminating July 20 th and between −0.023948 (respectively −0.024090) and −0.000003 after eliminating five days (cf. Table 9 ). This clear-cut empirical result confirms our intuition for the first effect remarkably well.
Also in line with what we anticipated, the second effect is ambiguous. Denoting the rank correlation coefficients after reducing the shift to the new minima by R new , the second effect is calculated as δ 2 = R new − R eli . For both elimination methods, there exist rank correlation coefficients which increase and others which decrease when the shifts are reduced (cf. elimination of day 1 in Table 9 ). Note that the numbers provided for the changes δ 2 in coefficients are cumulated, i.e. refer to R eli before any change in shifts. The number 28 occurs because of the eight measures invariant with respect to changes in −x a .
The ambiguity of the second effect extends to the total effect δ = δ 1 + δ 2 = R new − R old . Positive changes in R as well as negative changes can be observed, but with a clear dominance in number and size 22 for the latter due to the unambiguous first-effect. Closer inspection reveals that in particular Chakravarty measure, Watts measure, or 21 We frankly admit that eliminating 5 days, i.e. 2% of the sample, is somewhat arbitrary, but in accordance with usual treatment of outliers (cf. Barnett and Lewis (1994) , pp. 27-54). 22 Remember that the values of the coefficients were quite high initially, leaving only little room for further increases.
LPM 0 were involved when the rank correlation coefficient increased, which did hardly happen for Standard Deviation or LPM 1 . Again the picture is qualitatively similar for both elimination methods although the numerical results are, of course, different. -0.015136: Calculate each of the 45 coefficients for the data set after July 20th, May 25th, and May 20th have been eliminated; subtract the respective coefficients calculated from the whole data set; enter the smallest of these 45 values. -0.004298: Calculate, for the data set after the same 3 days have been eliminated, each of the 45 coefficients once with the (new) shift of -1,139,051 and once with the (old) shift of -1,855,364; calculate the 45 differences; enter the smallest of these 45 values. -0.015136: This is the smallest of the 45 differences between a coefficient calculated from the data set after 3 days have been eliminated and the new shift is applied and the same coefficient calculated from the whole data set. (In this case it is not the sum of the above numbers, because they come from different pairs of measures.)
It is suspicious in Table 9 that the values for smallest δ 1 and smallest δ coincide in all cases. This is neither an error nor a general result. The differences all come from the rank correlation coefficients between LPM 0 and σ. Both of these measures are invariant with respect to changes in −x a which implies δ 2 = 0 and hence δ = δ 1 . Apparently, for the six cases with δ 2 < 0 the corresponding δ 1 is so large that in total δ is greater than the values provided as minima.
23
23 A similar observation holds for Table 15 in the appendix. There, in the first three cases LPM 0 and VaR determine the minima.
Altogether, the changes induced by the elimination of a few days are visible, but hardly dramatic. We have performed this exercise for the government bond options book as well. The results can be found in Tables 15 and 16 in the appendix. The outcome is comparable. Interesting differences are as follows: Method a now gives rise to an ambiguous first effect because the days determining the absolute minima are not always ranked similarly. Since x a g is not determined by the five most riskiest days, method b generates no possibility for different shifts, i.e. δ 2 = 0 in all cases.
Thirdly, let us turn to the issue of scaling. We do not have any information about the daily sizes of the trading books.
24 But these sizes might matter for the rank correlation as becomes obvious from the following consideration:
Suppose, an investor doubles his portfolio (by exact replication) from day to day. Also, none of two risk measures be scale-invariant, i.e. doubling all profits and losses in general changes (increases, say) the value of these risk measures.
25 In this case we would observe an identical risk ranking of both measures, irrespective of their further special properties, solely driven by portfolio size. It would require (major) changes in the portfolio composition to generate different rankings.
With this hypothetical and clearly very stylized example in mind, we ask whether the daily sizes of the trading books could have predetermined the high rank correlation in our case. To answer this question, we changed the scales of the original profit and loss distributions of both trading books in the following way: For each business day t we chose a number t from a uniform distribution on [0; 1]. By means of γ t = 9.9 · t + 0.1
this was transformed into a scaling factor γ t ∈ [0.1; 10]. Each entry of the profit and loss distribution of day t was then multiplied by γ t , where stretches of days t's profit and loss distribution (γ t > 1) are ten times as likely as compressions (γ t < 1) because
implies γ t = 1. With the modified profit and loss distributions we repeated our rank correlation analysis described in subsection 3.3.1. We did the random selection for each trading book five times, clearly not aiming at a more complete simulation study. A typical example of the impact of these random changes of our initial data set on the rank correlation coefficients of both trading books is shown in Table 10 . Again, the values of the interest rate derivatives book are presented above the diagonal and the values of the government bond options book below it.
The following results for the interest rate derivatives book emerge: As shown in Table  10 the changes of the rank correlation coefficients between LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, VaR 5%, C a , W a , CHU a and S a are all positive but fairly small. 26 The changes vary from 0.00002 (between C a and W a ) and 0.01483 (between C a and VaR 1%). Table   24 Actually, the "size" of a portfolio of derivatives is a difficult term anyway because traditional concepts like market value may be misleading when long and short positions are included. 25 Of the measures discussed, only the LPM 0 is scale invariant. 26 Notice that the high initial values of the coefficients do not leave much room for increases anyway. 10 shows strong negative deviations (order of magnitude: -0.2) of the rank correlation coefficients between LPM 0 and all remaining risk measures. This is extra evidence that the LPM 0 takes a special position in our analysis as a distribution-insensitive measure. Except for LPM 0 , the changes of the rank correlation coefficients between Standard Deviation and all remaining risk measures are positive (around 0.13). Apparently, the type of scaling lets the profit and loss distributions of the interest rate derivatives book behave more like a normal distribution. Altogether the changes of the rank correlation coefficients are quite similar for all our five random selections.
We derive the following results for the government bond options book: First of all we notice that the changes of the rank correlation coefficients between all risk measures are quite similar for the five random selections for this trading book, too. The changes of the rank correlation coefficients between LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, VaR 5%, C a , W a , CHU a and S a are again quite small, but this time often negative. The changes of the rank correlation coefficients between this risk measures vary from -0.00089 (between W a and LPM 2 ) and 0.01061 (between VaR 1% and LPM 1 ). Again except for LPM 0 the changes of the rank correlation coefficients between Standard Deviation and all remaining risk measures are positive (around 0.33). The results of the interest rate derivatives book for the LPM 0 are confirmed by this trading book.
To sum up, one may say that these random changes of profit and loss distributions had only little impact on the rank correlation coefficients (except for LPM 0 and Standard Deviation, which are conceptually different anyway).
One may criticize our approach, because the probability to stretch the initial profit and loss distribution was ten times the probability for a compression of the distribution. Therefore we changed the profit and loss distributions in another way:
The draws t from a uniform distribution on [0; 1] were transferred into scaling factors according to
With this scaling, stretching (η t > 1) and compressing (η t < 1) of the probability distribution are equally likely. The interval for the scaling factor coincides with the first case, i.e. η t ∈ [0.1; 10]. The resulting changes of the rank correlation coefficients are shown in Table 17 in the appendix and we refrain from a detailed interpretation because the outcome is very similar, qualitatively, to the previous case.
Scaling the daily profit and loss distributions according to equation (34) implies equal probabilities for stretching and compressing but is asymmetric in the absolute size of changes. One of our earlier intentions was to analyze smaller shifts. To guarantee a smaller shift we added one more way of scaling
With this scaling the profit and loss distributions are automatically compressed. We obtained changes of the rank correlation coefficients shown in Table 18 in the appendix for one example. Again we refrain from a detailed interpretation because the outcome is very similar, qualitatively, to the previous cases. In all our simulations according to equation (35) 855, 363.20 and −415, 230.73 , respectively, of the true data. The shifts to generate positive numbers therefore were decreased by more than 40%, respectively almost 30%. Quite surprisingly many changes in the rank correlation coefficients are still positive, although one might have though that random compression of daily distributions and smaller shifts could potentially reduce the similarity of the risk rankings.
Summarizing subsection 3.3.3, we are justified to say that it does not look as if the fairly high rank correlation coefficients were derived artificially. Neither increasing nor decreasing (after eliminating some days) the shift, needed to include negative data in poverty-based risk measures, nor any scaling we tried affects the coefficients to a large extent. This need not be the final word, but for the moment we feel comfortable with our findings.
Summary and Outlook
We have started this study by presenting some traditional risk measures, including the Standard Deviation which evaluates the shortfalls as well as the excess returns from the mean symmetrically. Alternatives as pure downside risk measures are the Lower Partial Moments and the Value at Risk. Next, we introduced some downside-risk measures borrowed from poverty measurement: the Chakravarty measure, the Watts measure, the Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure, and the Sen-index. The original poverty measures are defined for non-negative incomes only, whereas in downside-risk measurement in general and in the data we received from an investment bank in particular, negative changes in the values of trading books are relevant, too. Therefore we had to modify the poverty measures to be applicable for our data. We decided to shift the daily distributions by the minimum of each trading book's profits and losses.
After having introduced all these risk measures, we outlined our empirical study. Our first test was, whether the profit and loss distributions are normally distributed or not. Both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and the Jarque-Bera test of normality showed that the profit and loss distributions were generally not normally distributed. For the government bond options book normality had to be rejected almost always whereas it could not be rejected for the interest rate derivatives book in a fair number of cases (depending on the test chosen).
Then, we calculated the values of every risk measure for the interest rate derivatives book and the government bond options book on a day by day basis and ranked the days according to their risk by every risk measure. Every risk measure delivered a different ranking of the business days of the year 1999. To compare the intensity of these differences we calculated, for each of the trading books separately, the rank correlation coefficients between each of the risk measures. These are our main results, which basically hold for both trading books (with some differences mentioned in the preceding section): The rank correlation coefficients between the Standard Deviation and the LPM 0 on the one hand and all remaining risk measures on the other hand are relatively small when compared to the other coefficients, i.e., Standard Deviation and LPM 0 rank the business days quite differently from the remaining risk measures. The conceptual differences between the Standard Deviation (a symmetrical risk measure), the LPM 0 (a distribution-insensitive measure), and the remaining risk measures may be reasons for that.
The other traditional risk measures, i.e. LPM 1 , LPM 2 , VaR 1%, and VaR 5%, assess the risk in nearly the same way, i.e., they deliver similar risk rankings of the business days.
27 The same holds within the group of poverty-based measures. They also assess the risk of both trading books in nearly the same way and deliver similar risk rankings of the business days.
28 Comparing traditional measures and poverty-based measures, it turns out that, again, both deliver similar risk rankings of the business days.
Finally, the high rank correlations observed seem to be robust against a number of modifications: different shifts of the distribution, elimination of riskiest days (with and without changes in shifts), different scalings of the distributions.
Subject to all necessary qualifications, the results indicate that the choice of a particular one of the risk measures, with the exception of both the Standard Deviation and the LPM 0 , does not seem to matter very much when assessing the risk of the bank's trading books. All these risk measures lead to similar risk rankings, i.e. for our data traditional risk measures and poverty-based measures evaluate the risk in nearly the same way.
27 Although conceptually the Value at Risk is most closely related to the LPM 0 , for both trading books the LPM 2 has the highest rank order correlation of all three Lower Partial Moments with both Value at Risk measures. 28 The poverty-based measures show, again for both trading books, a partially circular relationship, i.e., the Clark, Hemming, Ulph measure is most closely resembled by the Sen-index, which itself is best mirrored in the Watts measure, this being then particularly close to the Chakravarty measure, which finally is most closely related to the Watts measure.
Are the similarities in the risk rankings, good news or bad news? A practitioner may feel happy because sticking to the beloved Value at Risk does not seem to leave him or her with an apparently odd risk ranking. But an academic may feel happy, too. He or she can now advocate superior measures not only with the argument that they are well-founded theoretically, but can also validly say that they do not lead to "strange" risk rankings if applied to real world data. Thus, more research is needed in order to determine whether or not a replacement of the Value at Risk by some other downside-risk measure, including those not discussed here, should be seriously pushed. For example, an economic model might be appropriate to determine losses incurred if sticking to a specific one of the risk measures used. Basically, this involves a deeper normative justification of the indices applied.
Risk can be viewed very differently; and decisions on risk-taking are often made by groups, e.g. boards of directors. Innocent as these two observations are, they hint at another line for further research. In some sense the risk rankings generated by different indices are driven by the different (often implicit) value judgements embodied in these measures. Since there is no way of discriminating between right or wrong personal value judgements, indices might be sought that are good compromises between competing views. Therefore, a downside-risk measure with a high rank correlation with other measures might for this reason be preferred. 29 For example, given the Value at Risk is to be used, one might want to choose VaR 5% instead of VaR 1%, because the VaR 5% exhibits, for both trading books, a higher rank correlation with every single one of the other indices than the VaR 1%. This observation is strikingly clear from our data, and it is in line with what we have heard from a number of practitioners, namely that VaR 5% were more stable, in particular with regard to "fat tails" of profit and loss distributions. How general this last observed feature is, will be yet another matter for future research. The marked box is occupied twice, so the rank of both days is 48.5. The • marked box is occupied three times, so the rank of all three days is 101 (the ranks 100 and 102 are vacant). The
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• marked box is also occupied three times, so the rank of all three days is 198. Ranks 197 and 199 are vacant. The marked box is occupied twice, so the rank of both days is 4.5. The ⊗ and the • marked boxes are also occupied twice, so the rank of both days is 49.5 or 51.5. The * marked box is occupied three times, so the rank of all three days is 100. Ranks 99 and 101 are vacant. The • marked box is also occupied three times, so the rank of all three days is 199. Ranks 198 and 200 are vacant. Table 18 : Changes of the rank correlation coefficients of both trading books (randomly modified according to equation (35)) 
